PLANS MADE FOR FREE SEA BATHS AT CONEY

They Contemplate the Erection of a Building 3000 Feet Long, Which Will Accommodate 3,000 Bathers Every Day and Cost $15,000.

ENDS LIFE IN CENTRAL PARK

W. M. BENTON, WHO ENDED LIFE
BY SHOOTING IN CENTRAL PARK

Well-Dressed Young Man Is
Found Dead in the Bushes
With a Bullet Hole Through
His Head.

HIS NAME THOUGHT
TO BE W. M. BENTON.

Spent Day in the Park and
Made Effort to Destroy at
Moriah of Paper Before
Shooting Himself.

Lott hand discovered within a book
of the library of the West Side
Public Library a letter which
was written a month or two
ago, saying that he had been
sent to death.

Police believe that the man was
W. M. Benton, and say that
he was a member of the
Moriah Society and a
parsonage.

BRIGHTON TRAIN SMASHES AUTO

Two Women Have Their Skulls
Fractured, and Their Male
Companions Hurry Away in a
cab After the Accident.

CHAUFFEUR SAYS HE
DIDN'T KNOW THE GIRLS.

They Asked Him for a Ride. He
Ascerts as He Started from
Coney Island on His Way Home.

Three Bandits Hold Up
a Pennsylvania Town

One Man Killed and Others
Wounded in a Wild West Attack Which Finally
Ends in Victory for the Citizens.

Widow Killed by Blazing Oil

Aged Mother and Crippled
Daughter Also Body Injured in
Trying to Tear Burning Garments from Her.

Wife Has Rival Sent to Prison

Ir. Abram Stabbed by Mary
Both when She Tried to Make Her Husband
Leave the Woman.

Heard Her cinnamon and coke.

Ends Life Because He Lost a Leg

Edward W. Wood, in Presence
Of Wife, Who Struggled to
Prevent Him, Blows Out His
Brain.

Records for Bank Deposits

Cornelius Murphy, Who Has
Saved Twenty Lives, Jumps
Into River and Drowns James
McLean Ashore.

Science Police in Burglar Chase

Six of Them Break into a
Gift and Art Shop and
Are Held at What They Find.

Bright City...